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“It’s another Lexus masterclass in modest, underplayed 
quality with a depth of engineering and solidity of build 
to all the major surfaces and functions.” – Car 

“If you’re looking for a five- or seven-seat SUV that 
mixes premium quality with hybrid tech then the Lexus 
RX could be right up your school run.”
– Top Gear

“What the RX does so well is travel along in impeccable 
refinement. It’s near silent at motorway speeds. It 
doesn’t take long to appreciate how effortless it makes 
the RX to drive.” – Honest John

“The Lexus RX unquestionably feels luxurious from 
behind the wheel. Its seats are comfortable, and a wide 
range of seat and wheel adjustments make it relatively 
easy to find your preferred driving position.”  
– What Car?

“If you like your SUV to offer a comfortable ride, 
exceptional refinement, plenty of kit and superb quality, 
the RX450h could be the car for you.” 
– Auto Express

“It’s comfortable, has a high-quality interior and looks 
distinctive from the outside too.” – Autocar

“The RX has always been a dish 
best served chilled. Jolly refined, 
whisper-quiet and laid-back like  
a Lexus should be.” – Car

“It’s hard to come to any other 
verdict on the RX L than the same 
one we did when we reviewed the 
regular RX last year: it really is an 
exceptionally good premium SUV.”
– Cars UK

“It’s comfortable and its looks offer 
something different compared  
with the more conservatively- 
styled competition.” – Alphr

“It is impressive how frequently the 
RX runs on electric power alone; 
a green EV logo lights up in the 
dashboard and you simply cruise 
silently for long stretches  
in and out of town.” – Parkers

“The seats are spacious and 
comfortable, and the driver’s 
moves every which way to get a 
comfy position.” – The Telegraph

“Drive it in a calm, easy-going 
fashion and it’s impressively refined, 
comfortable and cosseting.” 
– Autocar
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The Lexus RX has once again 
been rated as the best premium 
SUV to own in the annual Auto 
Express Driver Power survey.

“Once again, owners love the 
luxurious ambience of the cabin, 
where the styling, fit, finish and 
comfort attract superb feedback.

“It’s no surprise that drivers rate 
practicality highly as well, while 
the Lexus achieves a strong finish 
for infotainment and connectivity 

thanks to the high-end stereo 
system and smartphone 
interface.

“Satisfaction with performance 
is rated second of all new cars 
surveyed, while refinement also 
gets a stellar score.”

AUTO EXPRESS DRIVER POWER

BEST CARS TO OWN 2018



“It glides down busy streets with 
ease. The quiet engine, teamed with 
a fine ride, makes it one of the most 
relaxing and comfortable cars in  
its segment.” – Buyacar

“Radical exterior styling helps the 
Lexus RX stand out next to rivals 
like the BMW X5 and the Audi 
Q7. The interior is excellent, too, 
with high-quality materials and 
loads of equipment.”  
– Auto Express

“The Lexus RX L Hybrid is an 
extremely relaxing car to drive, 
with impeccable refinement, a 
whisper-quiet powertrain and little 
wind noise.” – Parkers

“The electric and petrol motors 
allow for smooth, quiet progress 
to be made, with the transition 
between the two only discernible 
by a refined purr from the V6 as it 
sparks into life.” – Autocar

“Few premium SUVs feel as well 
nailed together as the Lexus does, 
and given the company’s track 
record for hybrid systems, it should 
prove to be trouble-free motoring.” 
– Top Gear

“The RX is a quality premium 
SUV with the very worthwhile 
extra element of the economy and 
efficiency of its hybrid drivetrain.”
– The Car Expert

“The RX feels solidly and beautifully crafted, with its plush 
interior offering space, comfort and luxury wherever you sit.” 

 – Carbuyer
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“If you’re hunting for luxury and 
relaxation on the road, look no 
further than the Lexus RX 450h. 

“Powered by a 3.5-litre V6 
petrol engine in conjunction with 
an electric motor, the fourth-
generation model of the popular 
SUV uses hybrid technology to 
offer punchy performance as well 
as great economy. 

“It’s comfort that impresses the 
most: a smooth drive, spacious 
interior and a generous helping 
of standard equipment make 
the RX an excellent choice. The 
dramatic styling is a bonus, too.”

DRIVING ELECTRIC - BEST LARGE HYBRID
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“Refinement is the single word that sums up the RX’s 
 driving experience.” – Auto Express

“The power management is 
exceptionally slick, algorithms 
juggling the power flow to eke 
out every mile of range.” – Car

“Considering that it already 
undercuts rivals and offers 
generous levels of standard kit, it 
seems like good value for this kind 
of vehicle.” – Autocar

“The Lexus RX is a well-built 
SUV that swaps sporty styling 
and driving aspirations in favour 
of being well built and extremely 
comfortable.” – Carwow

“You won’t find another SUV 
that’s quite as comfortable or as 
easy to live with as a Lexus RX.” 
– Auto Express

“The Lexus RX benefits from  
the brand’s superb reputation  
for customer satisfaction.” 
– Carbuyer

“The new Lexus RX is bigger, 
more powerful and more efficient 
than ever, and it looks the part too.” 
– Auto Express

“Ride quality is good at all 
speeds, while the smooth hybrid 
assistance and level of refinement 
makes the Lexus RX L a pretty 
relaxing car to drive.”  
– Auto Express

“The Lexus RX is a large SUV that 
will appeal to those who prioritise 
low company car tax bills and 
good reliability.” – What Car? 

“The Lexus RX gives you more 
pampering than a weekend away 
at a five-star hotel.” – Carwow

“The Lexus RX is a worthy 
contender in the upmarket SUV 
sector, performing all aspects of 
what most buyers would require  
in such a car very well.”
– The Car Expert

“There’s an enormous amount  
of equipment on board the RX.  
The most surprising thing, 
however, is the engaging drive 
 this large hybrid SUV offers.”  
– The Telegraph
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